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Venus in Hydra

Venus is the shiny planet that probably inspired the fall of the archangel of pride. The
Hydra constellation lies comparatively low in the sky. The legendary monster had many
names and one of them was Tiamat. Hydra is a very long constellation perhaps faint but
stretching below Cancer, Leo and Virgo while carrying three “assistant” constellations on
its back, namely Sextans, Crater and Corvus. All mentioned constellations are zodiacal.

The Zodiac

The zodiacal position is the real position of a planet in the observed sky. There is a real
sky right above us as opposed to fancy and superstition and it is there for us to witness as
well as discover. Thus when planets enter their appropriate constellations they are always
zodiacal. Everybody knows that Mars in Pisces is a zodiacal position but Mars in Cetus is
also a zodiacal position and so is Venus in Hydra. There are 24 IAU constellations that
can be called zodiacal on account of the planets there. Ophiuchus is obviously zodiacal
since everybody knows that the Sun enters the large constellation of Ophiuchus every
year after spending only a short week in Scorpius.

The zodiac is a fascinating study. In the year 2007 we shall discover Jupiter in Ophiuchus
along with Mars, Venus, Mercury, the Sun and the Moon. Venus will enter Sextans,
which is not so rare after all, and afterwards it will go into Hydra, which is an exceptional
portent. In summer 2006 we based all our political predictions on the relatively rare entry
of Venus in Orion. In the year 2005 our pope left us with Venus in Cetus. It is thus
appropriate to determine special events as marked by exceptional planetary positions.
There is a whole new world open to exploration when one assumes the real positions of
the planet as valid against the fictitious. The rational is that if NASA is able to launch a
spacecraft, it must be able to calculate the position of the Moon. Thus when the Moon is
in Auriga such as today, Friday, September 15, 2006, you can stay assured it is there
albeit some so-called “astrological” program tells you it is somewhere else. One should
not bother much with such programs since they are not even able to tell you your own
natal Sun position apart from other major disadvantages and more of less obvious
collection of evident nonsense.


